In this work we present a self-supervised learning framework to simultaneously train two Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to predict depth and surface normals from a single image. In contrast to most existing frameworks which represent outdoor scenes as fronto-parallel planes at piecewise smooth depth, we propose to predict depth with surface orientation while assuming that natural scenes have piece-wise smooth normals. We show that a simple depth-normal consistency as a soft-constraint on the predictions is sufficient and effective for training both these networks simultaneously. The trained normal network provides state-of-the-art predictions while the depth network, relying on much realistic smooth normal assumption, outperforms the traditional self-supervised depth prediction network by a large margin on the KITTI benchmark.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recovering 3D scene structure from image data is longstudied problem in the robotics and computer vision communities. Decades of research has been focused on recovering the 3D structure of the scene from multiple 2D images as a geometric inverse problem, but the recent surge in deep learning has produced promising solutions for recovering scene geometry even from a single RGB image. Supervised deep neural networks trained on large indoor RGBD data-sets like NYUD [1] and SUN-RGBD [2] can currently produce high fidelity depth and surface normal predictions from single RGB image.
While the availability of cheap range sensors like Kinect makes large-scale supervised training of single-view depth and normal predictions possible for indoor scenes, the absence of high quality, dense depth sensing outdoors makes supervised learning difficult. To address this problem, Garg et al. [3] introduced a self-supervised learning paradigm where large stereo data-set can be used to train the single view depth prediction networks by using the traditional dense stereo loss function of [4] as the supervisory signal. Various extensions of the self-supervised learning for depth estimation have been proposed in recent times, including the use of robust image alignment costs, Godard et al. [5] . [6] extended the framework to enable training depth predictors using monocular sequence whereas [7] , [8] advocate using stereo sequences to train a network for unsupervised two-frame visual odometry, because this addresses the issue of metric scale (which is otherwise unobservable). [8] additionally propose to learn good features to match and [9] advocate to evaluate the quality of warp using Generative Adversarial Networks [10] .
All authors are with the School of Computer Science, at the University of Adelaide, and Australian Centre for Robotic Vision Most of these self-supervised frameworks minimise a loss based on image data even though they are predicting a depth map. This means that they must regularise the predicted depth maps during training in regions where there is no strong photometric information; this is usually done by encouraging the predicted depth maps to be piece-wise smooth, or constant with depth discontinuities aligning image edges. These assumptions are rarely realistic and lead to fronto-parallel planar artifacts in the estimated structures in homogeneous regions.
In this work, we propose to address these issues by jointly learning two convolutional neural networks predicting depths and surface normals from a single input image in a self-supervised framework. Estimating surface normals in conjunction with depth-maps allows for a richer geometric reasoning where we can relax the piece-wise smooth/constant depth-map assumption to allow for smooth or planer surfaces in the scene. Similar to [7] , [8] , in addition to surface prediction networks, we learn a two-frame relative camera pose estimation network to predict visual odometry which allows us to use both stereo and temporal information available in KITTI dataset for accurate depth prediction. Our training schema is described in detail in Section III and the test-time setup is depicted in Fig. 1 .
Very closely related to our work are the recently published works of [11] and [12] . In these works, the authors also advocate replacing the piece-wise smooth depth assumption with that of piece-wise smooth normals, however our proposed framework is different in the following aspects:
• Most importantly, unlike our proposed method, [11] , [12] do not explicitly learn to predict surface normals from a single image. Instead, these methods estimate the normals from the predicted depths and propose to regularize them to iteratively refine the depth predictions. This amounts to imposing a hard constraint on the normals to be the function of depth, limiting the normal accuracy, since the normals computed from depth are bound to have severe depth discretization artifacts and are very noisy. We show in our experiments that the combination of a dedicated network for normals and a soft constraint between inverse depths and normals leads to better predictions. • Both [11] , [12] propose to regularize second order depth discontinuity along with the normal discontinuity which is redundant. We show that no additional prior on depth is required for learning state-of-the-art normals. • Both [11] , [12] use monocular setup for training whereas we use stereo information to produce metric visual odometry given a frame pair addressing depthtranslation scale ambiguity. • We introduce a depth and normal consistency term over time and penalize the inconsistent depth and normal predictions for two consecutive frames of the video sequences during training. This leads to improvement in accuracy of the estimations. In summary, the proposed method to the best of our knowledge, is the first self-supervised framework to jointly train for single view depth, single view normal, and two frame visual odometry prediction without depth/translation scale ambiguity. Our system produces state-of-the-art surface normal estimation and significantly better depth prediction compared to the corresponding depth smoothness based selfsupervised framework on KITTI benchmark dataset.
II. RELATED WORK
Depth estimation from a monocular color image is a longstanding problem in computer vision. Early work mainly aimed at estimating surface normals from a single image and in turn integrated them to form depth maps [13] . Normals were estimated using shape from shading [14] , shape-fromdefocus [15] and other low-level image features [16] , [17] or perspective geometry based reasoning using vanishing points and lines [18] . In contrast, learning based approaches such as [19] , [20] , especially those using neural nets [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] in recent times have achieved state-of-the art performance in depth/surface normal prediction. In the following section we give a brief overview of both supervised and unsupervised methods for learning to predict geometry from single image, the latter of which is more relavent to this work.
Supervised learning of single-view geometry Supervised learning based methods for depth prediction rely upon availability of sensory depth data, such as that acquired by the Kinect sensor and LIDAR sensor (for indoor and outdoor scenes respectively). One of the early learning based methods to achieve reasonable success in single image depth estimation is Make3D [25] , [26] which relied upon a set of handcrafted features to map patches from the input image to some feature space, and in turn learn to regress from that feature space to depth values. They also use an additional pairwise depth smoothness prior, modeled as either a Gaussian or Laplacian distribution with a data dependent learned variance, in order to regularize and globally optimize for a depth map, with the belief that the process of recovering a depth map requires global reasoning on the image.
Recently, deep learning-based methods dominate this area [27] , [28] , [29] . For example, [27] train a multi-scale Convolutional Neural Network, operating at coarse and fine image resolutions, to regress a depth map from a single image, and in [21] they extend their network to a three-scale architecture and regress for depth maps, normal maps, and semantic labels in real-time from a single image. The semantic label maps were predicted from a single RGB-D image as the additional depth channel improved results. In [30] the latter work was extended to jointly predict depth, surface normals and surface curvature, which improved the results of all three tasks.
Liu et al. [31] proposed to formulate depth estimation as a deep continuous Conditional Random Fields (CRF) learning problem. Given the continuous nature of the depth values, they learn the unary depth values and weightings for the pairwise smoothness potential functions via CNNs in an endto-end framework. [32] used a fully convolutional network architecture based on ResNet [33] with a novel upsampler for decoding the depth map at input resolution. Kendall et al. [29] adapted the DenseNet architecture for several regression tasks including depth prediction, and showed that jointly predicting pixelwise depths and confidences, where the output is modeled as a multivariate Gaussian distribution, improves depth estimation results. [34] combined shallow convolutional networks with regression forests to reduce the need for large training sets. Recently in [35] , it was proposed that sharper predictions at depth boundaries can be achieved by emphasizing local depth error gradients. This same phenomenon was observed in [21] , [36] that also emphasized local depth errors during training. Our inversedepth normal consistency terms also emphasizes local depth errors based on the predicted normals and achieves a similar effect but in a more implicit unsupervised fashion (i.e. with no dedicated sensory depth data).
Self-supervised learning of single-view geometry Recent work have started to incorporate multi-view geometry based loss functions for depth regression resulting in a self-supervised learning framework for inferring depth from single image. This stream of work aims to replace the more explicit sensory-data based ground truth supervision with a good image alignment loss between different views observing the same scene (by using stereo data or monocular videos for supervision). The ubiquity and relatively low price of RGB cameras and availability of large datasets of recorded videos increase the attractiveness of this approach.
Using stereo pairs for training, [3] [5] deploy an autoencoder like framework where the authors propose to predict the disparity (inverse depth) of the left image, using which the right image of the stereo pair can be warped to synthesize the left image. The photometric difference between the input (left) image and the warped image is minimized to train the single view depth predictor. An inverse depth smoothness prior on the predicted depths is used to regularize the solution, encouraging piece-wise smooth depth maps. [6] extended the above framework to jointly estimate depth and ego-motion using monocular videos -upto a scale. Methods like [7] [8] proposed to combine the advantages of using both spatial and temporal information available in KITTI sequences for improving depth predictions while solving the scaling ambiguity issue. A large body of work since have been targeted to use better loss functions, in particular the image alignment loss [5] , [9] propose to use SSIM and GANs respectively for image matching. Enforcing temporal consistency in the predicted depths by aligning the backprojected depth maps via differentiable approximation of ICP has been studied in [37] .
While most of the self supervised approaches have mainly focused on getting accurate depth-maps, little attention has been devoted to use other scene representations. We are aware of two recent works [11] , [12] which incorporate the surface orientation (normal) estimation for single view geometric understanding. Similar to [6] , [11] [12] learn depth from monocular sequences using a self-supervised photometric loss but additionally they compute surface normals from the predicted depths using a weighted mean cross product [38] . They propose to regularize the inverse depths and the normals computed from the depth predictions simultaneously. We believe that this is redundant and a separate normal prediction is beneficial then relying on the normals to be computed from predicted depth. The differences between our work and [11] , [12] is detailed in section I and a extensive comparison of the proposed work with these methods is described in section IV.
III. FRAMEWORK FOR JOINT LEARNING OF DEPTHS AND SURFACE NORMALS
In this section, we present our system which consists of three CNNs. One each for per-pixel single-view depth prediction, for single view surface normal prediction and a pose-net which takes two images -consecutive images of a monocular video -as input to predict the camera motion (vehicle's egomotion in KITTI) between these two frames in metric units. Our system is trained in a self-supervised manner, which means no ground truth data (depths or surface normals) is required for training. Instead we use stereo sequences for training for depths and surface normals from a single image where two consecutive stereo-pairs
The goal is to predict the depth map D and surface normal mapN of I t L (the left image at time t) which we define as the reference image I for a particular training instance. At the same time we also want to predict T t→t−1 which is the relative pose (ego-motion) between the left/right image at time t and the left/right image at time t − 1.
Our proposed loss function to train these three networks jointly consists of six terms:
where the λ's are the relative weights for losses used for training. L P denotes the photometric alignment cost involv-ing the scene's depth observed by the left camera at time t and t − 1 with the estimated egomotion, L DN enforces the estimated depths and normals to be consistent, L N enforces the predicted normals to face the camera and L NS is a smoothness prior which favors the predicted normals to be piece-wise smooth. Additionally, assuming the scene is rigid, two temporal geometric consistency terms L DC and L NC enforce the estimated depths and normals at the two time instances to be consistent given the egomotion. Each of these terms are elaborated in the following sections.
A. Enforcing Multi-View Photometric Consistency
We enforce multi-view photometric consistency (both spatially and temporally) by minimizing the photometric cost that aligns image I t L and I t R (the left and right stereo images at time t) as well as the photometric cost that aligns image I t L and I t−1 L (the left images at time t and t − 1). It follows that the photometric loss based on dense image alignment can be written as follows,
where, W (I t R , p ) and W (I t−1 L , p ) are the synthesized left images reconstructed from I t R and I t−1 L respectively. W (., .) is a differentiable bilinear interpolation function [39] for indexing into a particular non-integer location in a given input image. The corresponding pixel p in I t R for a pixel p in I t L is defined by the camera intrinsics, K; the known stereo baseline, T L→R ; and the depth map, D as follows,
where p represents an integer pixel location in I t L (the reference image) in homogeneous coordinates. Similarly, the corresponding pixel p in I t−1 L for a pixel in p in I t L is given by,
The relative camera transformation, T t→t−1 , is represented by 6 parameters in se3, and consists of rotation and translation components. Note that the depth CNN predicts inverse depth D inv which is better constrained, e.g. sky in infinite depth is zero is inverse depth. The depth is converted from our predicted inverse depth as follows: D = 1/(D inv + 10 −4 ).
B. Normal Smoothness Prior
Relying on photometric loss described in the previous section for learning depth suffers from well known aperture problem. A single pixel from a uniformly colored area in a image can be matched to many pixels with similar color intensity in the next view making the depth estimation ambiguous. To counter the problem, previous works [3] [5] [8] adopt an inverse depth/disparity smoothness as a prior. However, as explained in the introduction such disparity smoothness assumption is not very realistic and strong regularization of disparity discontinuity leads to fronto-parallel artifacts in the predictions. In this work we rely on smooth normal assumption whereby we apply edge-aware regularization to the discontinuities in the predicted surface normal by minimizing:
where ∂ x (.) and ∂ y (.) are gradients in horizontal and vertical direction respectively. Similar to previous works [5] , [8] , we assume that the image edges are very good indicator of scene discontinuity, however we use them to guide the normal smoothness. Eqn. (5) allows for normal discontinuities at the areas where strong image gradient is present while penalizing the normal discontinuities in the homogeneous regions of the image.
C. Depth -Normal Consistency
For enforcing consistency of predicted depth with predicted surface normals, we use the inverse-depth-normal consistency term proposed in [40] as a soft constraint in the form of a loss for training our networks. This loss is based on the geometric relationship between the predicted normal N(p) of the scene corresponding to point p in the reference image, its predicted depth D(p) and the predicted depth D(q) of p's neighbour q. The depth-normal consistency term can be written as:
where , is the dot product operator andX(p) = K −1 p, X(q) = K −1 q. Note thatN(p) is normalized to have unit magnitude and is expressed in Cartesian coordinates. Eqn. (6) can be simplified as:
By dividing the above equation by D(p)D(q) we get:
Finally, we minimize the following energy L DN , penalizing inconsistency between predicted inverse depths and normals:
In our experiments, the neighbourhood N (p) comprises just the pixel itself and its two neighbours immediately below and to the right. The image-edge based weight G(p) = e −α|∇I(p)| β 2 reduces regularization at image edges, under the assumption that these regions align with depth discontinuities. α and β are tunable parameters, which we use [α, β] = [1, 1] .
It is easy to note that, in the special case when c pq = c pp = −1, i.e. the normalN = (0, 0, −1) T is pointed directly at the camera, Eqn. (9) reduces to the traditionally used inverse depth smoothness prior in unsupervised learning methods such as [3] [5] [8] .
D. Fixing Surface Normal Direction Ambiguity
It is to be noted that the surface normal prediction network in our framework only rely upon the depth-normal consistency loss L DN . However, normals estimated from the depth maps using Eqn. (6) have directional ambiguity. i.e. given the depth map the computed surface normal can face the camera or be in the opposite direction. To fix this ambiguity, we first compute an approximated surface normalN c (p) from the predicted depth using mean cross product 1 and then penalize the deviation of the predicted normalsN(p) from these approximated normals my minimizing: 
E. Enforcing Temporal Consistency of Predicted Geometry
Finally, while the accumulated loss terms defined in sections III-A-III-D makes the simultaneous learning of depth, normal and egomotion well posed, we enforce temporal consistency in our predictions to improve the accuracy of our predictions. Using the rigid scene assumption as the cameras move in space over time we want the predicted depths and normals at time t to be consistent with the respective predictions at time t − 1. This is done by correctly transforming the scene geometry (inverse depth and normal maps) from frame t to frame t − 1 much like the image warping over time as described in section III-A. In particular, we define two consistency-terms L DC and L NC :
where,
D t−1 (p) = 1/D t−1 inv (p) andN t−1 (p) in the above two equations are the transformed depths and normals from frame t − 1 to frame t (based on the predicted pose T t→t−1 where R t→t−1 is the rotation component) for use in L DC and L NC . To further clarify, it is important to bring the depth/normals which are estimated in the camera reference frame at any given time step into the current reference frame before applying consistency of depth/normal over time. For depth consistency we transform the estimated 3D points (backprojection of the depth map) at time t − 1 to the camera reference frame of time t using the estimated pose T t→t−1 before warping. Similarly, the normals need to transformed from one reference frame to the other using the estimated rotation R t→t−1 .
F. Network Architecture
For both the depth CNN and normal CNN, we use the same architecture except for the last prediction layer, which has a 1-channel output for the depth CNN while a 3-channel output for the normal CNN. Following previous works [3] [5] [8] , we use a fully convolutional neural network with skip-connections. The network consists of an encoder and a decoder. For the encoder, we use the ResNet50 [41] variant (ResNet50-1by2), which has much less learnable parameters and also faster computation speed. For the decoder network, we have studied two architectures, including the simple bilinear upsampler used in [3] [8] and bilinear upsampling with convolutions, i.e. upsample coarser feature maps, concatenate with features in ResNet50-1by2 (skip connection), and apply convolution (including batch normalization, and ReLU activation). Our experiments show that although both upsamplers have similar quantitative performance for depth estimation as observed in [8] , the latter architecture is able to produce sharper predictions, especially useful for predicting surface normals. We use sigmoid activation at the end of the depth and normal network. We additionally apply a L2normalization on the surface normals to get unit normals. For the pose network, we use the one proposed in [8] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
In this section we describe the details of our experimental evaluation of our proposed framework. We evaluate our framework on KITTI dataset [42] [43] and compare with prior art on both depth esimtation and surface normal estimation. Moreover, we present an ablation study to show the contribution of each component in our framework.
A. Implementation Details
We train our CNNs with the Caffe [44] framework. Adam optimizer [45] is used with the following settings, [β 1 , β 2 , ] = [0.9, 0.999, 10 −8 ]. The initial learning rate is 0.001 and is decreased to one tenth manually when the training loss converges. We found the loss weightings for Eqn. (1) via grid search and by referring to previous loss weightings adopted by [40] , [8] , and are as follows: [λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 , λ 5 , λ 6 ] = [1, 13, 1, 0.7, 1, 0.01].
B. Depth Evaluation
We evaluate our depth estimation result on the Eigen split provided by [27] for fair comparison with prior works. We follow the same depth evaluation protocol as in [3] , [5] . Our results for depth estimation using our full framework (Stereo+Normal+Temporal) are presented in Table I and is compared against relevant prior works and our own 'Baseline' network that are all trained using the photometric loss with inverse depth smoothness prior. Our full method performs best in all measures compared to all the baselines. This reaffirms the importance of the more realistic normal smoothness prior over the traditional inverse-depth smoothness prior.
We also compare against our method without temporal photometric and geometric (depth and normal) consistency (Stereo+Normal) which leads to less accurate results as seen in Table I , signifying the importance of temporal geometric consistency especially for reconstructing far points in the scene.
In Fig. 2 it is apparent that the depth maps predicted using our proposed framework are superior, particularly to reconstruct the road (Rows 1-3) and building in Row 3 when compared with the Baseline approach, and other prior works. While the results of [12] , [11] are blurry our proposed methods is able to retain sharp edges with correct reconstruction of non-fronto parallel planes. 
C. Surface Normal Evaluation
There is no surface normal ground truth available in KITTI dataset. In particular, the depth ground truth in Eigen split provided by KITTI raw dataset is very sparse and unsuitable to generate surface normal. To have better evaluation on surface normal prediction, [11] [12] use KITTI's official stereo split which contains 200 high quality disparity images from which reasonably high quality surface normals can be generated for evaluation. Following [11] [12], we use the KITTI split for surface normal evaluation and inpaint the depth ground truth following the approach used in [1] . We use the mean cross product to generate surface normal ground truth from these inpainted depths. As, 92 out of 200 images in KITTI split are used in the training set of Eigen split, we only use the remaining 108 images for evaluation. Moreover, we follow the depth evaluation protocol [5] that only use the centre part of the prediction and evaluate normals only at the pixels where the ground truth depths exist to reduce the normal errors introduces due to inpainting.
The quantitative evaluation of unsupervised normal prediction frameworks is presented in Table II , where we compare against surface normals estimated via different methods. The bottom-most row (Stereo+Normal+Temporal (CNN)) shows our best result. This is the normal predicted by the Normal CNN using our full loss function. We show that using inverse depth-normal consistency (Stereo+Normal) gives better surface normals than the inverse depth smoothness (Baseline) and the result is further improved by using temporal geometric consistency. On the bottom part of the table, '-(CNN)' are the surface normals predicted from CNNs. We can see that the surface normals predicted from the CNNs are better than the corresponding results which are computed from predicted [5] . depths in all cases, signifying the importance of a dedicated Normal CNN. Fig. 2 (bottom) compares the normals predicted by our framework with that of [12] , [46] and our 'Baseline' approach (where the normals are computed using the mean cross product rule). It can be easily seen that while the inverse depth smoothness regularization produces detailed but very noisy normal maps, our predicted normals are of a significantly high quality preserving the normal edges while being largely smooth/constant on the smooth objects/road and buildings.
It is important to note that unlike the proposed method, our 'Baseline', [11] and [12] do not have an explicit normal prediction network which allows deviation from the predicted depths. Our claim is that a dedicated network and a soft constraint allowing deviation from depth normal consistency is critical in good normal estimation performance. A clear visual indication is shown in Fig. 3 where we compare the predicted normalsN by our Normal CNN with the oneŝ N c which are computed via the mean cross product of the corresponding depth predictions coming from our joint training framework. It can be seen that even after the joint training of depths and normals, computing the normals from the predicted depth leaves us with very noisy undesirable output. This effect is additionally quantified in Table II .
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we have proposed to simultaneously learn a single view depth and normal prediction network, along with a 2-frame visual odometry network in a self-supervised manner from stereo sequence training data. We show that these three networks can be learned together using a soft depth-normal consistency constraint while assuming the surface normals to be piece-wise smooth, to give state of the art surface normal predictions and significantly improved depth predictions when compared to prediction reliant on inverse-depth smoothness prior currently prevalent for selfsupervised learning.
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